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Representation Against Draft EIS20190001 

My reading of the EIS for Hi Qua!ity's proposal made me very confused and disappointed that it did 

not clearly explain what the waste was and where it was coming from. This applied to all of the 

waste, the C&D, the C&l, the drilling mud, the waste soils, the oily water and the grease trap solids. 

The proponent should be absolute in defining the source and composition of its feedstock, providing 

targeted audit information on the waste entering and leaving the facility as well as origin and 

destination information. This information should have been made available in the EIS and to the 

assessment team. If he doesn't know, then his suitability as an operator is called into question. If he 

doesn1t know how can he manage and mitigate against any of the detrimental impacts these waste 

sources might create, then his suitability as a waste operator is called into question. 

Not having an accurate waste characterisation means the traffic numbers to and from site are 

unclear. I was annoyed again with the wobbly nature of these figures. The traffic study moved from 

road movements to vehicles needed and gave various totals which you were meant to work out 

yourself. Sometime they included the site vehicles and sometimes only the road traffic. Sorting it 

out is very difficult. This should not have been so. On lack of clarity the EIS should be refused. 

A full and clear account of traffic numbers is lacking in terms of waste supply vehicles; vehicles 

recovering the 50% percent waste arr'1ving locally; s'ervlce and trade vehicles; veh'ic!es mov"ing waste 

and products around the site and staff and visitor vehicles. Without clarity or certainty around the 

data, this weakens the credibility of the assessment of these fundamenta I issues. The types of trucks 

and other vehicles and their capacity is also a necessary requirement for a robust understanding of 

traffic impacts. For example, the length of the vehicles is crucial in assessing safety of turning, 

potential blocking of access ways and intersections. 

The proposal description does not provide any substantive written detail on the functioning of the 

whole operation. It is supposed to be "integratedJJ but it is left to the readers to try and sort this out 

themselves. The most important part of the "integration,, appears me to be the crushing and 

screening site where the C&D waste will be dealt with and some of the sorted C&I, and the residues 

of the drilling mud grease trap waste etc. Without this, it is impossible to appreciate such details as 

types and specifications of machinery, location of stockpiles, number of stockpiles, amount of 

movement of waste around the site, location and effectiveness of bunds and dams, mitigation 

measures proposed and their efficacy. 

Another major omission is the lack of construction information. It is a requirement of any EIS to 

assess construction impacts. How much dust and noise will this part of the operation produce. In 

not presenting sufficient and clear information, it means that the assessment is incomplete and 

cannot be adequately assessed. 

All throughout this ESI are examples of lack of clarity, inconsistency, unreliable and misleading 

information which render it inadequate for assessment. 

Regards 


